Survey. By virtue of a warrant from the Proprietors office for Capt. William Russell, 638 acres and 130 per of land in Stafford County beginning at a red oak in
Man Pago Line and running SSW 15° 10.5′ per to a white oak near Turkey Run Thence N25° E111′ per to a white oak by Turkey Run Thence N25° E136′ per to a red oak Thence N25° E163′ per to a white oak Thence SSW 236′ per to a white oak Thence N28° E20′ per to
Spanish Oak Thence N30° E82′ per to a red oak Thence N70° E62′ per to a red oak Thence S70° E58′ per to a red oak Comer to Man Pago Thence along E of Man Pago
Line SSW 15° to the place where it first began
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